Booking conditions Camping Alpenblick GmbH
Important info for ACSI Campcard
Most Campingcard-owners travel spontaneously with us. Reservations are
accepted only conditionally, as the number of 20 € - places is limited and
therefore not specifically reserved. However, we will gladly keep you a place on
our campsite. However, there is absolutely no guarantee that you can obtain one
of the cheap ACSI parcels and there is no legal claim to it. The residence time
will be charged in advance. Cash payment in CHF or € possible, with card
payment plus 2% bank charges!

Reservation requests:
Reservations for June - August will be accepted at the latest 30 days prior to
arrival at office hours by telephone or e-mail or at www.camping-alpenblick.ch.
The minimum length of stay for a reservation is 3 nights. Parcel wishes are
considered as far as possible. The management reserves the right, however, to
change the confirmed stand numbers at any time and to assign replacements.
Financial obligation by reservation in case of early departure:
The whole stay will be settled on arrival. In case of cancellation due to bad
weather the deposit will not be refunded. The guest undertakes to pay the full
court fee for all reserved calendar days, that is, not only for the parcel, but also
for the persons, car, electricity, etc., even if, for whatever reason, he arrives late
or leaves prematurely. In case of cancellation or early departure we have the
right to dispose of the parcel.
Arrival and departure times:
Reserved parcels can be occupied from 13.00 on the day of arrival. If there is a
delay, the guest must notify us until 18.00 o'clock, otherwise the place will be
passed on. Departing guests must vacate the place by 11.00 clock. In special
cases, the Directorate may authorize an extension.
Reservation deposit:
In exceptional cases, we require a reservation deposit. This will be
communicated personally.
If you can reserve without a down payment and have not arrived by 6 pm, the
parcel will be passed on. You can prevent this by calling us in a timely manner.
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